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This book is a Super plus length novel now with a BONUS Novella at the end.Sophia Waterhouse

has always been afraid of needles and vampires so thereâ€™s no way she wants anything to do

with a modern day Count Draculaâ€”even if he does come wrapped in the package of a huge

Kindred warrior with blond hair and ice blue eyes. Sheâ€™s only on the Kindred Mothership to

participate in her sister Livâ€™s wedding and thatâ€™s all.Sylvan is a Tranq Kindred who has made

a sacred vow never to call a bride. After a devastating rejection on his home planet, his heart is a

block of ice no one can meltâ€”or so he thinks until he meets Sophia.When their ship is forced down

in the middle of a rugged mountain range Sophia and Sylvan are stranded. Running for their lives

they have only each other to depend on. Will they give in to the intense attraction between them or

will the evil hunting Sophia take its toll? Youâ€™ll have to read Brides of the Kindred Book

2â€”Hunted to find out.More about the Brides of the Kindred seriesA race of Genetic Traders from

beyond the starsThree very different types of menAll looking for one thingâ€¦their bridesBeast

Kindredâ€”Savage in battle these dark, brooding warriors from Rageron bring their passion and

intensity to the bedroom. They possess a very special endowment that ensures every sexual

experience is a tantric one.Blood Kindredâ€”Cold as ice to their enemies, these tall, blond warriors

from Tranq Prime warm up when they find the right woman. But be carefulâ€¦they bite.Twin

Kindredâ€”Muscular and rugged, these warriors from Twin Moons always come in pairs and cannot

be separated. They experience physical pain when parted from each otherâ€¦or the one woman they

both choose to love.And then there is the enemyâ€¦The Scourgeâ€”A genetic trade gone wrong,

these menacing outsiders have twisted desires and sexual needs fierce enough to frighten away

even the most adventurous. Their need to dominate and possess their women completely has led to

a strange prophesy that they must fulfillâ€¦or die trying.**Author's Note--Look for the BONUS novella

at the end of this book, Abducted: Through the Looking Glass which introduces Evangeline

Anderson's new series: The Alien Mate Index***
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Hunted is even better than the first book in this series (Claimed). For one thing it is longer - which

means that the author has even more room to showcase the fabulous worlds that her imagination

has created. Also, we still get to see what is happening with the hero and heroine of the first book

and some very intriguing hints of what is to some in the third and fourth books. And even though it

was long, it never dragged. I stayed up way too late finishing it.The main romance between Sophie

and Sylvan was really terrific with two damaged people coming together. (Warning - Sophie has a

traumatic event in the past that is touched upon in this book.) Sylvan was so sweet to Sophie - but

of course with this author you know you will be getting some great steamy scenes as well.Overall

just a really engaging, well-written, and interesting romance. Now I can't wait for the next one!

Here's the best thing about this series: you're not left wondering what happened to the other people

that you've already become attached to from prior books. While the main focus was on Sylvan &

Sophie, the author acknowledges that their family and friends are still going through changes that

the reader needs to know about to get the full Kindred world experience and the longer book allows

for that. The love scenes were even hotter and thank god I'm married or I'd never be able to keep

batteries in stock!!! I loved that, even with all the drama that comes with new relationships, the

women in the series pull together in times of need (be it emotional or ice cream lol). After finishing

this book, I'm even more excited to get to book 3 featuring Kat (she has to be my favorite character

so far and it was great to see so much of her in book 2!) and you know what? I'll come right out and

say it... I hope Xairn get his own book, too.



#2 in the Brides of the Kindred series, and better than the first.This book is labeled "super plus"

length, and that was really my biggest complaint: it was too long. A lot of the book was the same

scene over and over, just moving the setting where the heroine and hero engage in the

no-we-shouldn't, but yes-we-must sex scene. This is erotica, after all.Anderson always follows the

same format: the stuttering and blushing sexual innocent confronted with the overwhelming

maleness of her hugely endowed primitive ravisher, and a very specific fetish that I've never read

anywhere else.If you've read the author before, you know what to expect. If not, this is a solid

introduction to her style. And in terms of bang for your buck (double entendre intended), you can't

beat the price.

Sophia is claustrophobic, scared of needles, scared of blood, scared of heights, big dogs and

haunted house carnival rides. Something bad happened in her past, but the way she's freaking out

about everything, including squeaking constantly when she accidentally touches a scrape is getting

a little irritating. And poor Sylvan, everytime she looks at him it's in fear or terror. Even when he's

trying to comfort her after she goes to him!, she still recoils. Why do these brothers have to be

tortured by being attracted to such basket-cases? Olivia was just as much a hurtful freak. Then

Sophia finally starts to want Sylvan and makes him lick all her rashes. It was one of the grossest sex

scenes I've ever read. The book ends with the third friend who seemed the most reasonable of the

three disliking these twin guys for doing a psychic link to save Sophia that has made her know their

thoughts and even though this has never happened to them before, she's angry that it's happening

at all and they must be to blame. Totally unreasonable. I loved Planet X by this author but this bride

series is getting on my nerves.Roll your eyes comment: "Who even is this Mother L'rin person?

What are her qualifications? Where did she do her residency?" This is about an ancient healer on

another planet.

It's been awhile since i've written a review and i must say this story made me upset enough to write

a review. Sophia was not a like-able character. Yes, she is flawed, we all are!!! But seriously, did

she have to be such a sniveling, weak minded, intolerable piece of work?? I did not like her in

Claimed but i figured with her own story, she would be redeemed. No can do, still absolutely loathed

her. She was afraid of everything, including her own damn shadow. This character cried so much, I

needed a dramamine just to get through the chapters. It took me forever to finish this book. I wanted

so much to like her, I couldn't help but feel that Sylvan got shafted. Her first reaction to everything

was with fear, I mean EVERYTHING!! Most of the freaking book was wasted just trying to convince



her to try something new. Now that I've gotten that off my chest, I can honestly say the story is not

all bad. Xairn held my interest, can't wait to get to his story. I love wounded characters that show

strength in spite of it all. I fell in love with the world building. I can just imagine traveling through

space, experiencing life beyond earth. I gave this book 3 stars because Sylvan deserved a medal

for his bride. I'm just saying!
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